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PRESS RELEASE  
FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE 

Atmosera Introduces Automated Continuous Release 
Management for Web Development in Microsoft Azure 

  
New Release Management as a Service (RMaaS) for Azure enables end-to-end 

automation and testing to accelerate deployment of e-commerce sites, 
corporate websites and portals, and mobile web applications  

  
PORTLAND, OR – September 26, 2017 – Atmosera, a premier Tier-I Microsoft Cloud Solution 
Provider (CSP), today announced the Atmosera Release Management as a Service (RMaaS) to 
automate the deployment of websites and applications in Azure Platform as a Service or PaaS 
environments. Customers include any companies, e-tailers, and web development agencies 
who want to improve time-to-revenue with a reliable, predictable, and repeatable delivery 
platform for their websites, e-commerce sites, portals and mobile web applications. The 
availability of the Atmosera Release Management as a Service supports an Azure-based low-
touch solution incorporating change management for applications, SQL schema, and content. 
Customers benefit from a predictable and consistent experience with automated quality control 
that is especially useful when new features or versions are released frequently. 

According to Gartner, “Many clients are on a journey with DevOps and continuous development, 
in which end-to-end automation is an integral part — covering development and operation. 
While Gartner data indicates a strong adoption of DevOps, the actual application of DevOps 
testing for applications is less widely spread (yet).”( )  1

The Atmosera Release Management as a Service was developed to address the gap which 
exists for companies and developers wanting to move quickly through release management 
while ensuring quality control and repeatable testing procedures. The platform was purpose-
built for Azure using productized integration code to seamlessly connect industry-leading 
products including:  

‣ Chef: infrastructure automation  

‣ Bitbucket: web-based projects hosting 

‣ Terraform: version control 

‣ JIRA: project management  

‣ Jenkins: continuous integration and delivery management 

‣ Zabbix: real-time monitoring  

‣ Selenium: web application testing 

 Gartner, Hype Cycle for Application Development, 2017, August 07, 2017, https://www.gartner.com/1

doc/3779164 (login required) 

https://www.gartner.com/doc/3779164
https://www.gartner.com/doc/3779164
https://www.atmosera.com
https://www.atmosera.com/devops-as-a-service/release-management-as-a-service/


Companies and application developers, who have embraced business agility and DevOps 
practices, benefit from the Atmosera Release Management as a Service for Azure with the 
ability to: 
‣ Develop new features and capabilities faster and ensure they will not break the site or 

application as code gets promoted: 
‣ Site and application availability monitoring 
‣ Rapid corrective actions when functionality breaks 
‣ Event actions by trained experts using runbooks and/or automation 

‣ Reduce manual quality control (QC) processes: 
‣ Addresses the reality that most companies do not hire for this and often skip it 
‣ Catches bad code before it breaks or reduces functionality for live sites and applications 
‣ Key-based copying of databases from production to staging, test, and development 

without interrupting live environments 

‣ Evolve test coverage over time through an on-going consultative process: 
‣ As new functionality gets deployed, integrate as part of the automated testing plan 

‣ Manage code promotion across distributed locations: 
‣ Supports a centralized development model, allowing promotion of code to multiple 

production environments and across geo-distributed locations when required 
‣ Enhanced traffic management to monitor locations for availability, ensuring promoted 

code is always available 

“We quickly recognized the need to help our customers move faster while improving the quality 
of their release processes to eliminate the possibility of new code breaking their websites and 
applications,” said Scott Harvey, Vice President of Engineering, Atmosera. “DevOps and agile 
practices require significant automation to streamline and augment testing procedures to catch 
potential problems before they get implemented. We successfully addressed this need and 
continue to enhance our automation capabilities in Azure.” 

To learn more about the Atmosera Release Management as a Service for Azure visit the 
following page: https://www.atmosera.com/devops-as-a-service/release-management-as-a-
service/ 

Tweet This: @Atmosera automates continuous Release Management for web development in 
Microsoft Azure #Azure #Automation 

Resources:  
‣ Contact Atmosera today at: https://www.atmosera.com/contact/  
‣ Follow Atmosera on Twitter at: https://twitter.com/atmosera  
‣ Follow Atmosera on LinkedIn at: https://www.linkedin.com/company/atmosera 
‣ Learn more about how Atmosera’s DevOps services at: https://www.atmosera.com/devops-

as-a-service/  
‣ View video on Azure Automation using Chef at: https://vimeo.com/195874103  

  
About Atmosera  
With over 20 years of industry experience, Atmosera is a leading provider of business-class 
cloud enablement. Award-winning Atmosera Managed Azure Services simplify the process of 
transitioning from legacy three-tier IT architecture to the Microsoft Cloud Platform for improved 
IT transparency, security, and trust. The company supports mid-market companies and 
enterprises as well as application developers in the planning and execution of smarter cloud 
computing investments for more scalable and responsive IT infrastructure. Atmosera together 

https://www.atmosera.com/contact/
https://twitter.com/atmosera
https://www.atmosera.com/devops-as-a-service/
https://www.atmosera.com/devops-as-a-service/
https://vimeo.com/195874103


with Microsoft’s modern, open, flexible and secure environments delivers a foundation for cloud 
strategies that are aligned to meet unique customer requirements. With hundreds of customers 
worldwide, including Blount International, Icebreaker, and Lattice Semiconductor, Atmosera 
service capabilities span the globe and reach across every business sector. To learn more about 
Atmosera Managed Azure Services, please visit https://www.atmosera.com/managed-azure/ or 
call +1.800.903.4852.  
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